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“I do think this go90 
could be the biggest 
debacle. I mean it’s 

right up there with the 
Amazon Fire phone, the 
Facebook phone, you 

remember that?” 
— John Legere, T-Mobile CEO, speaking at 

the recent Goldman Sachs conference, 
directing some of his trademark vitriol 
toward Verizon, which is preparing for 

the broad launch of OTT multiscreen-video 
offering go90. 

Monetizing Content’s Microwave Generation 
It really is a technical marvel. In mere seconds, electromagnetic radiation zaps all of the 
moisture out of last night’s leftovers, making what was the remnants of a memorable dining 
experience at least somewhat edible. Beyond my only means of what some would call 
cooking, the microwave has become a microcosm for how we as citizens of the Internet 
approach the world: in short bursts of time.

Video in its long form — movie content, serialized television dramas and half-hour net-
work comedies — has become the bedrock of attracting the digital consumer who wants 
to catch up on their favorite entertainment on any number of devices, often when away 
from home.

Within the video market, the revolutionary opportunity is to fi nd an innovative way to 
monetize shortform video content. Ask any 18-year-old — they don’t watch serialized TV, 
they watch shortform video on YouTube or Vimeo, created by personalities to whom they 
subscribe. The ability to partner and/or bring this content into a digital service provider (DSP) ecosystem, along with 
packaging this shortform content with higher-margin offerings, may be the next big shift in content consumption.

Brice Clinton is a senior engineer with CSG International and an adjunct professor at Northwestern University. 
For more of this blog, please visit http://www.multichannel.com/blog/mcn-guest-blog/monetizing-content-s-
microwave-generation/393976
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NUMBER

20%

The week-on-week subscriber growth 
rate for CuriosityStream, the John 
Hendricks-founded subscription 

over-the-top service that launched 
March 18. CuriosityStream has 

not released subscriber numbers, 
but launched an app last week 

for Roku, complementing access 
on Web browsers, iOS and 

Android devices, Chromecast 
and Apple TV (via AirPlay). 

CONNECTIONS

“We identified a solution to the 
issue that affected some of you. 
Apologies for the brief interruption, 
and happy TV watching.” 

— Sling Answers (@SlingAnswers) on 
Monday night (Sept. 21) as the OTT 
service again struggled during a high-
profile live sports event, ESPN’s New 
York Jets-Indianapolis Colts Monday 
Night Football telecast. 

TECH TWEET

VIDEOPHILE
PAY-TV SUBSCRIPTIONS 
DIP AS SVOD RISES
The number of homes with pay TV sub-
scriptions dropped 1.2%, to 100.4 million, 
per Nielsen’s Total Audience Report for 
the second quarter. 

The number of broadband-only homes, 
meanwhile, has grown by 52% to 3.3 mil-
lion, from 2.2 million a year ago. The same 
report found that the share of homes tak-
ing a subscription VOD service, a catego-
ry that of course includes Netfl ix, jumped 
18% — to 45% — in Q2 versus the year-
ago period. 

That mixture is causing concerns that on-
line options will continue to cut into the tra-
ditional pay TV subscription business. 

While new options become increasingly 
popular, the research also shows (see 
charts), that the TV remains the primary 
conduit for media consumption, particularly 
during primetime hours. 

Brice Clinton

the broad launch of OTT multiscreen-video 
offering go90. 
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